
Overstayer Instrument Driver ID4 - USER GUIDE V2.0

Proper Connections

Power
The ID4 requires a 12V DC @minimum 800mA wall adapter with a 2.1mm barrel 
connector that is UL, CE, or TUV/GS approved.

Audio Connections
The line inputs and outputs are balanced pin 2 hot through XLR connectors. 
The 1/4” input is unbalanced tip/sleeve.
!
Safety
This equipment should never be connected to any devices that have their (safety) 
power cord ground lifted. 

CONTROLS:

DI/LINE - Selects between the balanced XLR balanced line input (switch out) and the 
high impedance unbalanced 1/4” input (switch in). 

PRE BOOST - Engages the fixed gain pre boost amplifier to provide extra input gain to 
low level signals, and to overdrive the stage following while also engaging a pad on the 
final output. This pad allows high levels of drive and distortion without clipping the 
converters or device following.

SAT IN - Engages the SATURATION amplifier.

SATURATION - Controls the gain of the SATURATION amplifier which determines the 
amount of saturation. The gain for this stage ranges from -∞ to +9dB.

OVERSATURATE - Increases the sensitivity and drive of the SATURATION stage for 
more!

HPF - Engages a 6 dB high pass filter at 75Hz immediately before the MASTER 
amplifier. If SATURATION is engaged a second high pass filter is also engaged within 
the SATURATION stage, which has the effect of shifting the harmonic content of the 
distortion more to the midrange.

LPF - Engages a 6 dB low pass filter at 10KHz to rolloff high frequencies.

MASTER - Controls the gain of the MASTER amplifier, which serves as the final level 
control. The gain for this stage ranges from -3.5dB to + 31.5dB.



IN USE

The Instrument Driver is a 2 channel signal saturator, line driver, and distortion 
generator. 

The signal flow of the unit is:

Since the PRE BOOST and SATURATION stages can be engaged or disengaged, there 
are different combinations possible. 

The simplest, which works well as a clean way to get synths and instruments to line 
level:

The MASTER stage is a discrete amplifier that provides a high impedance to the 
unbalanced input and can provide more than 30 dB of gain to the balanced line 
output. 

With SATURATION engaged, this signal flow is:

The SATURATION stage soft clips and provides harmonic distortion, rounding 
transient peaks and high frequencies. This can be used to add thickness and 
warmth and make things so more ʻanalogʼ,  as well as be driven into full on 
distortion. Pull the SATURATION control to OVERSATURATE, which increases 
the sensitivity of this stage for more extreme effects.
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Next we can engage the PRE BOOST, which adds clean gain in at the input to overdrive 
whatever stage follows (in this case SATURATION), or to boost low level signals: 

PRE BOOST also engages the pad at the output, so that even the MASTER 
amplifier can be driven without clipping your converters or whatever device 
follows.

One thing to be aware of is when you disengage PRE BOOST, you are 
disengaging the pad as well, and potentially can have the controls at very 
loud, high gain settings!

The final configuration is PRE BOOST without SATURATION engaged:

As above, the output pad allows the discrete MASTER amp to be overdriven, 
which can is harder clipping than the SATURATION.

If you havenʼt already plugged in and went nuts, you can start here:

DI/LINE out, PRE BOOST out, SAT out, SATURATION 3, HPF and LPF out, and 
MASTER 3

This is setting has both the MASTER and SATURATION ~ unity. 

When set at unity, the SATURATION stage starts to gently clip at input levels of around 
+9dBU (~-12dBFS if your converters are calibrated for -18dBFS), so if the levels feeding 
the unit are near 0dBFS (maxed!) the SATURATION will be well into clipping (which isnʼt 
always wrong though). In other words, the unit will have the most flexibility for subtle 
saturation when fed with levels peaking close to +9dBU. Blasting this stage with high 
levels combined with the PRE BOOST, etc. with material that has a lot of low end can 
turn into mostly fundamental waves, so if you end up here (and donʼt like it) you can 
always back things down to get back into range.

From this point you can insert SATURATION in, and then different combos with and 
without the PRE BOOST, etc. and feel how the different amps interact a bit.
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